ECOUTURE
“FASHION DOESN’T HAVE TO COST THE EARTH”
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FASHION
Designs By:
Shorts – Meagan Taylor
Shirt – Jahon Horton
Bag – Clark Vanderpool
Designs By:
Scarf – Annie Mazoya
Top & Bottom – Laura Baker
Designs By:
Shorts – Whitney Turner
Shirt – Shannon Larkins
Bag – Rebecca Henderson
Designs By:
Shorts – Whitney Turner
Shirt – Brittany Gargis
Designs By:
Dress & Headband—Lauren Stevenson
Purse—Mersaydeez Phillpott
Designs By:
Dress – Katie Fowler
Designs By:
Top – Eric Wilson
Designs By:
Shorts – Whitney Turner
Shirt – Jessica Henson
Vest – Benton Hickerson
Designs By: Danielle Tipton

Designs By: Top – Venita Rhodes
Skirt – Kristen Chapman
Designs By:
Dress – Jennifer Couch

1st place winner – Lauren Stevenson w/model